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SD: What I'm interested in is( ... to go through 

the early history of the Local in the 1930's and the 1940's, 

and within that to be able to 

JM: Well I only cover up, to say in the '40's. When I came out 

of the armed forces, I went directly organizing the Building 

Service Local 244, and then through to Local 244, a joint org-

anizing campaign was constituted with Local 28, which was the 

old loc, the old chartered local of the Hotel and Restaurant 

Employees, in fact it was one of the old trade union charters 

in the labor movement in Canada. And outside of another local 
it could 1 

in Hamilton, it was, ~ be considered the second oldes~ocal in 
< \ / 

Canada; but the one in Hamilton later on became extinct, so 

this made the Local 28 the old local. And now in them years, 

Local 28 was founded solely on cafes. And the majority, they 
the 

had about 42 cafes in the Vancouver area; and the,~heading the 
1 I 

\ 

local in the '40's was a business agent by the name of May 

AnseH and the other business agent was Miss Emily vJatts. And 

through their endeavors they established the first 44, first 

44 hour week which was 44 hours, from the normal 48. Then 

later on they established the first 40, the first 40 hour week. 

And their, and as I say their membership was mostly women. 

f' 
'C(_j:tuse the cooks, the cooks, while the cafe was certified, 

not too many cooks were in the major cafes, what we call 
very 

specialty restaurants now. Not\many cooks came into the 
\ 

local jurisdiction, smaller cafes didn't, but major cafes, 
'.--...... 

like Rob's "l.nd the Leonards and these type of 

cafes, it was mostly front-end organization, women; and the 

local consisted solely of women in those days. And it was only 
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JM: (cont) til+, up till the 'SO's, after the '50's, then a joint 

campaign was entered into between the Building Service Local 

and Local 28. And it was at that time they started organizing 

the hotel industry on a vertical basis, that is they took every

thing from top'. to bottom; and then the both locals divided the 

spoils. Because there were two different international un

ions; both were agreed to jurisdictions that they would have. 

And that was the commencement of the hotel, the hotel ind-

ustry organization that, that came right out of the 'SO's. 

And that's what we have today, the whole unit is organized in 

the hotels. 

SD: You were saying earlier.that during the Prohibition years .. 
that the Local 28 

JM: Yeah, Local, during the Prohibition years, Local 28, being 

one of the old culinary locals, Local 676 was solely designated 

to bars. And in those days the Local 676, there was no women 

working in the bars, at that time, it was all men, we'll say 

it was a man's local. And when Prohibition came in, of course 

the, there was no bars for them to work; and they became known 

as soft drink dispensers, the bar-men. And for many years 

they carried a charter, what was referred to as soft drink 

dispensers. And where the soft drink dispensers came in, when 

the bars were eliminated, many of the, the former bartenders 

now became milkshake workers in the Milky Ways that was scat

tered around the city; we called them milkbars instead of 

liquor bars. So this is where they kept going, these guys 

worked in this and they had a what they called a Soft Drink 
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JM: (cont) Charter. This charter was called in by the Department 

of Labor around the middle, between the 'SO's and th!= '59's, 
1)1llp.el'~(':l 

to put it back onto a liquor basis; the Soft DrinkYCharter was 

taken away from them by the Department 'cause it no longer 

applied to soft drink dispensers; and they were issued a bar 

charter. But during that time of Prohibition, Local 28 was 

very instrumental with, along with the few bartenders, they 

carried the charter, until Prohibition was repealed; and then 

when Prohibition was repealed then went right back to their 

own respective locals. 

SD: So it was a way for, for these people to stay in the union? 

JM: Beg your pardon? 

SD: It was a way for these bartenders to be able to stay in the 

union? 

JM: Yeah, yeah, the charter was carried by the 28 ... 

SD: Yeah. 

JM: ... ; the dues I believe at that time, you could safely say 

were 50¢. 

SD: Right, Okay. Urn ... 

JM: But Local 28, that is the women's local~which was a culinary 

local played a very major part in that, in keeping the bar

tender local charter active, just keeping the charter 

active. Because they had a joint council, what they had what 

they called a Local Joint Board, and by the Local 28 keeping 

the, or insisting on keeping the bar charter active, although 

the, although there was no liquor being sold, then the 'oint 

·~uncil met because there had to be two locals before the ·oint 
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JM: (cont) council could be a parent body. 

SD: Right. 

JM: So this joint council operated right through Prohibition period. 

SD: Okay. You said there was 42 cafes by the 1940's. 

JM: Well, I'd say approximately, that the revenue, the revenue 
( 

of the local depended soley on waitresses1and they ha~abou~ 
l 

off-hand around 36 to 44 major, and major'and small cafes or-

ganized in the city of Vancouver. Their organization in Local 

28 in Vancouver was confined solely to Vancouver. 

SD: Right. 

JM: Nothing outside of cafes. 

SD: Right. How many workers would that cover? 

JM: Well I would say approximately out of 42 cafes, I would say 

around about 500, 600. And the situation hasn't improved 

any today either; the rapid turn-over in cafes kept the 

officers hoppin'. Girls come in and they used it as a 

stepping-stone, and, they got married; terrific 

turn-over, just the same as there is today. 

SD: So that created a big problem organizing. What kind of 

problems? 

JM: Well, the big problem in organizing, there really wasn't a 

problem in organizing, the big problem was in policing; 

because alot of these cafes were all-night cafes, you know, 

like the Melrose, the Tr· c. adero, the Empire, the Pall-Mall, 

many of them were all-night cafes, where they had taxi-stands 

outside. You know. And the thing was policing,because 

rapid turn-over, you could organize the place, you go back a 

week later, then new staff. Now really the 
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.JM: (cont) check-off brought the stability, the financial stability 

to the 

course 

did. 

local, because, when the check-off was negotiated, of 

then the dues came in i~ more reliable ~anner than they 

In them days you had to go out and pick up the dues. You 

had to make certain arrangements with shop stewards; and as I 

say, only the front end of the majority of the cafes was 

organized. 

SD: So the cooks wouldn't be. 

JM: No, there was very little cook organization. Even when, even 

when the, when the, in the later years, cooks come in. 
biggest 

TheAmajority was waitresses. 

SD: Right. Okay. In terms of the turn-over, did you that find 
were 

that once restaurants 
'-.e·c / 

·unionized, that people tended to stay 

for a lon<}/period of time? Did the improvement of conditions 

mean ..• 

JM: No. Well, they didn't, they didn't tend, they didn't improve 

to the respect that they stayed longer, but there was an 

inclination to work in a union cafe because the conditions were 

better, and the rates of pay were higher, and the holidays were 

better; in other words they were protected by collective ag-

reement. But the turn-over remained in the same status; 

but there was more of an attempt of the culinary worker to get 
+ifpto'/ ote~S. 

in to a union cafe because the union, these were t.h~ · V 
tiff!lY'1 c..~s 

the cafes that the unions had were the major ;; where 

the non-union ones were, well just small, might as well say 

hamburger, hot-dog stands or something, you know. It was just 

small operations; the union ones were the major operations; 
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JM: 4cont) therefore the _, was on a much better scale. 

SD: Did you try and establish, like hiring halls? 

JM: No. They never have, they never did have hiring hall; there 

was no hiring hall in the culinary end. It was, the employer 

phoned in and requested the waitresses, or else he could pick 

a waitress up and notify the union that he had retained so 

and so/and got the approval of the union. But there was no 

actual hiring hall. The only strong enforceable hiring hall 

situation was located in the liquor end. That was strictly 

a closed shop: everybody had to be dispatched through a hall. 

SD: Right. 

JM: But that was the male local. 

SD: But you did have some kind of dispatch system for waitresses 

to .. ~ 

JM: Only called the office. 

SD: Yeah. 

JM: There was no dispatcher. 

SD: Right. 

JM: Anybody was in the office, they kept the book, the record book, 

people who came up to the local put down their aames of what 

position they desired; and they left their phone numbers. And 

if they figured there was some work, they would phone in; and 

if they didn't phone in and there was work available then the 

local phoned out. It was that simple. 

SD: Right. Right. Did it sort of depend on how strang a particular 

restaurant might be, like whether or not they could pusq{he 
' 

employer to or, to hire through the union? 
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JM: There was no attempt to make the employer hire through the 

union at any time in the culinary. Culinary, you see the 

culinary, from September on, the culinary jobs became a little 

bit more tighter. Then you had more people come. Now in the 

summer months, we'll say between May and August, well then 

there was always a shortage of culinary, just like there is 

today. It depended on the season of the year. 

SD: Right. 

JM: Today even the same conditions still exist; you get between 

JYiay and August, there's advertising for culinary "vorkers; or 

a general call goes out for them. But then as the fall creeps 

in, the winter creeps in, the jobs get a little tighter and 

people stay; then they stay a little longer on. 

SD: Right. Okay. So, how did they go about organizing that sort 

of ... ? 

JM: Well, organizing in the cafes in those days wasn't a eight 

hour shift for the union officials; it was around the clock, 
l 

because they, with the number of all-night cafes, as I saidjthe 

Melrose, Leo~ards, Pall-Mall and these type of operations, you 

had, you know you had evening shifts that went on that stayed 

I 
till the morning, because, at one time there was a law~that 

once a girl started at seven o'clock she couldn't leave till 

midnight. And then this was due to some murders or something, 
\ 0, ·.(:!, 
\v'-li'·.,· 

girls come home during the night~v/then they enforced this law: 

any girl that started at-we'll say at seven or eight o'clock 

shift, she had to stay there until seven in the morning. And 

if there was any necessity, any nec~::ssity for that girl to go 

home, then the employer had to take her by cab. But she couldn't 
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JM: (cont) under no circumstances let her''i say, well just.' home. 

SD: Right. 

JM: But that law has since been wiped out by the Labor Code. 

SD: Right, okay. So it would be around the clock kind of job 

when people would go out at all hours of the night to or-

ganize? 

JM: Oh yeah. In restaurants it was a 24 hour operation, as far 

as the officials. 

SD: Yeah. 

JM: The officials used to, well you know the local officials in 

the area I'm talking about 1around the '40's and '50's was 

women; they led the local, they were the business agents, 

women business agents. And they worked it out amongst them-

selves: one would m~be work a couple of weeks at the even-

ing shifts; and others would work the day shifts; or they'd 

split it up that they covered the 24 hours. 

SD: Mnmhn. 

JM: It was just a matter of setting out a pattern that, you had to 

cover the afe for 24 hours, otherwise, cause in those days 

you had to pick up the dues and you had to pick up the init-

iations. 

SD: Right. So, what did they do, go actually into the restaurants 

and the cafes? 

JM: Oh yeah. Or else they would make contacts thfough girls that 

worked there, and meet them away from there, and have these 

girls contact the other empo~ees. But if they went into a 
Jvo.c:;-,'-J~- 0-<f.:.-.:) :·-_~/~ 

place and the employe'?v6r~ didn't object, 'l!vell they just talked 
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JM: (cont) to them. But if he was around of course, then they had 

to watch their 'p's and q's'. (laughs) 

SD: (laughs) Do you remember any sort of specifically7 I guess) 
I 

worth remembering kinds of organizing drives into specific 

restaurants? 

JM: In the restaurants? Well the restaurants werejfrom the 

'40's were just, see in the '40's, as I stated, the member

ship of the culinary Local 28 was women, the majority were 
big 

women, there was the odd bus-boy or something, but the~volume 

of people were women in restaurants. And they had these 

restaurants, and then they just gradually kept picking ones 

up, you know. The major drive in the restaurant industry 

didn't come till the 'SO's when they started organizing 

from top to bottoms; then they started getting these big 

banquet rooms and major dining rooms in the major hotels, 

like the Georgia. 

SD: Mnmhn. 

JM: The Devonshire, and all these big hotels that existed in 

the city of Vancouver at the time. That's when the big vol-
-

ume of culinary workers came in. But the period we're talk-

ing about is the period when Local 28 operated solely with 

restaurant workers, and that was in the '40's and early 'SO's. 

SD: Were there any strikes or job actions that people took? 

JM: Oh there was lots of job actions: the girls, some employers~ 

maybe in good tipping sections they favored certain girls,~~ 

then the other girls said, "Oh well she's hanging around with 

the boss, that's why she gets the good section." And the boss 
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JM: (cant) would maybe give her the good section because, if she 

was nice to him, or she was nice to her, whatever way it was; 

then you get local blow-ups: one~ one specific blow-up was 

Chris's Grill, I would say that would be around '52, it was 

a fish bar on Hastings Street, right next to, across from the 

Army and Navy, called it Chris's Grill, it's now become extinct; 

he opened up after left Hastings Street. The cafe's still 

there, you'll see it still there, Chinese have it. They had 

job action there; the whole crew's walked off over some dis-

agreement with Chris\pemaddis) or Mrs. Demaddis, Chris the 

husband was alright, but Mrs. Demaddis was a driver. 

-------------SD: Mnmhn. 

JM: And the girls all walked off the job. We were called on 

and we got them re-instated without loss of pay and all this. 

But that was the only really major one I can remember was 

Chris's Grill, it was a seafo, a seafood bar. 

SD: Were there any during the '40's, during the war period, do 

you know, do you remember? 

JM: Not that I remember. 

SD: Right, okay. Was, how about the strength of the local in terms 

of being able to negotiate with 500 people in different kinds 

of locations, were ... 

JM: Well they negotiated with the, you see, the majority of cafes 

were Greek controlled, you know the majority of them. The 

Greeks had, played a major role in the culinary industry at 

that time, the restaurant industry. 

SD: Mmmh. Right. 

JM: I would say the, they majored in it. And what they did was 

? 
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JM: (cont) they set up committees from all the cafes; they set out 

just like they do today in the hotel operations; they set, the 
l 

ownerrset up a committee; and the committee met with the com-

mittee from the local, and negotiated the condi 'tions of the 
------/ 

within the collective agreement. 

SD: Right, okay. So it was sort of like industry-wide negot-
,r>, . 
l'· C?-tlons and a contract that would be , , {' 

JM: Well I wa, it was industry-wide, confined to Vancouver. 

SD: Right, okay. 

JM: Yeah, confined to Vancouver, the cafes within the jurisdiction 
l 

of Vancouver, cause that's the only cafesithey had. 
J 

SD: Would you try and include sortof specific demands for specific 

restaurants, as well as the Master Agreement, or was that 

really difficult ? 

JM: No, no most restaurants, they had a standard, they had a stan-

dard agreement; there was no variation in the agreements. 

SD: Right. 

JM: Agreements that pertained in Cafe, which was a major 

cafe, which we call a specialty house today, would pertain 

to a small restaurant. 

SD: Ah, I get it, right. 

JM: Yeah, and this really, in later years when the volume of org-

anizing started taking place, this became sort of a draw-back 

for the local~because some of the small cafes, compared to 

some of the major cafes that had banquet rooms, they just 

didn't have the ability to pay on a standard agreement. And 

at times they might come within a dollar and a half of the 
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JM: (cont) major house. 

SD: Mnmhn. 
I 

JM: And so be standard agreement, you say, "well you gotta' 

sign that. II So really it became a, we'll say a wall, which 

sty~ied organization because in alot of cases, the small cafe 

was being genuine; they just didn't have the ability to pay 

what, what they did in the big cafe, cause they had banquet 

facilities and so forth. So they were confined solel~ to 

meals. Now like the Dinner Bell that used to be across from 

the CPR, that was organized in the '50's; of course he was 

the standard agreement; and he was quite prepared to 

sign within a dollar of the old standard agreement. But he 

just couldn't make itp and I believe the guy was genuine, in 

it. 

SD: Mnmhn. 

JM: It's just that he didn't have the ability to pay it. 

SD: So you were losing 

JM: So you were losing unionism. So this became a recognized 

factor. So then, they, they started up various agreements 

for various cafes, based on the ability of the revenue taken 

in by the cafe to boost the worker. 

SD: Right. 

JM: Because, you see, in different restaurants the volume of cash 

comin,varied~ And they were different types of operations, 

alot of restaurants, they were a smaller type of cafe that 

dealt, !amybe not with big first-class meals, they maybe dealt 

with these smaller types like hamburgers or sausages and pot-
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JM: (cont) atoes, just a real small meal. 

SD: Right. 

JM: Like the Golden Gate and the Peter Pan..,{these were cafes that 

fell within the standard agreement; they could· meet the 
But 

standard agreement.~ then you'd get some little dinky cafe 

that just didn't, well you may as well say, it was, the guy 

maybe sold a bowl of soup or something. 

SD: Yeah. 

JM: Lots, lots of incidences where the standard agreement pre-

vailed. Myself 7 in many instances I picked up the card and 

even forgot the place, because there was no way the guy was 

going to sign it; he'd just shut his doors~ So adjustment 

was made; and individual agreements were generally made to 

fit the operation. 

SD: Right. During the time when you had standard agreements, do 

JM: 

SD: 

JM: 

you remember the kinds of things that were sort of in them? 

'•(}/ ~· 
Well the standard agreement waP standard rate(:·pay.. The hol-

idays were paid, which sometimes exceeded that within the 
L C 
.abor ode. And then there was overtime rates, and you know, 

just concessions; normally what they have today. They 

didn't have anything like severance pay or anything; but 

it dealt mostly along ove{;time, statutory holidays, higher 

rates of pay. 

How about shifts and control over shifts, is that an issue? 

Shifts, Y.eah. You had the shift work 7that prevailed, eight 

hour shifts. If a pe:rson was called in for two, you had to 
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JM: (cont) get four, had to get four, this is standard agreement. 

SD: Mnmhn. 

JM: But in the smaller cafes, where the I 
11 that didn't 

prevail. This is what hit them you Sc3e, when you put a stand-

ard agreement in, it wasn't just the wage demands in comparison 

contract; this included alot of fringe area stuff; and this 

was a cost to the small guy too, which really you didn't see 

on the surface, but when you added it up on a cost method, the 

guy was just, didn't have the ability to pay it. 

SD: Right. In terms of the wages and conditions you, you estab-

lished, I guess in the 1940's for women who worked in the 

restaurant industry , did this mean that they were essentially 

receiving wages and conditions beyond the average female work-

er in Vancouver 

JM: In what trade? 

SD: Well just comparatively. 

JM: Well they were receiving far exceeding, far above the non-

union operations, cause most non-union operations only paid 

the minimum wage; and they didn't offer anything to the cul-

inary worker other than that what the code provided for at that 

date. They didn't, they didn't go past any-thing that the law 

allowed them to do. 

SD: Right. 

JM:: Even hours of work. Some of them, when the, when the unionized 

cafes were working fou~ 7 44, these non-unionized operations 

were working 48. Then when the union reduced the 44 to 40, 

which I said~~~re one of the first to get the 40 hour week, 
,j 
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JM: (cont{not only in the restaurant industry but among many of 

the major unions, was1 the culinary was one of the first to 

get the 40 hour week. Then these non-union operations still 

went along with the 44. 

SD: Right. Right. 

JM: So they only, they only gave the worker everything the law 

said they must give him; that was condition of the non-union 

cafes. 

SD: Mnrnhn. Right. 

JM: But the Local 28 had a good hold on restaurants I would say 
as 

during the, but you know, but~the big hotels carne up, major 

hotels, restaurants became a headache, you know. I don't 1k~K 

they even bother with them today. (laughs) rflc:rt£ , because 

in those days it was •.. 

SD: So that's sort of interesting, when did that process start 

to happen, when the hotels became sort of more important 

for the development of the bargaining unit than the ... 

JM: You mean the expansion in the hotels? 

SD: Yeah, and 

JM: That would've happened in the 'SO's; that, that was a joint 

drive by the Building Servicefnd the Local 28. At that time 

both locals wen,to the Vancouver Labor Council and stated 

they were going to make a drive into all the major hotels; 

and any union having jurisdiction in these hotels better 

claim it now, because if they didn,"t claim it, then Local 

28 was going to take them. This was a proclamation that 

was made at the Vancouver Labor Council. 
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SD: mnmhn. 

JM: So there was an understanding between the Building 

Service which was a different international and the Hotel 

and Restaurant Employees. They cut out jurisdiction amongst 

themselves to suit both internationals; they never had any 

conflict over jurisdiction. 

SD: And then went out and organized the V>o4\s ''. 

JM~ Then they went out and organ, on a joint basis; both inter-

nationals moved into all hotels; and the first meetings re-

garding the hotel and dining room workers in hotels was held 

in the old Medical-Dental Building; that was the place that 

was used for holding the meetings. And the big, the big major 

drive where they, was made on the Georgia; In organizing 

the Georgia they have a committee of about thir, oh 28, 

and Building Service had a committee of about 24 people. And 

they moved right .in the whole hotel, they went right on the 
a 

premises. Hudson, the ma~er of that, they had them all 

ejected. So then_ they had gained so many applications by 

going in the hotel, th1at they only needed a few more for 

certification. 

SD: Mhmm. 

JM: So what they did, both locals, 244 and 28, they set up a 
(At\~ 

big table in the way where the workers came out in the 

alley. They used to through a clock then. And the 

conditions in the Georgia were very bad for the staff at that 
I 

time; their meals were bad; they used to name.the place where 
,, !/ 

they eat, they used to call it The Beanery; it. was that bad. 
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JM: (Cont) (laughs) So that was the, that was the major hotel 
all 

that,that the drive went on. They, like~other employers, 

they were the ones that were testing the there must 

have been a week of activity in the alley, to get the, enough 

applications to apply for certification which was done and 

which was got. 

SD: Did the hotel owners, were they formed in an, an association? 

JM: Yeah, they belonged to the B.C., they belonged to the B.C. 

Hotel Association at that time. 

SD: And did they really organize against the drive? 

JM: Oh yeah, oh yeah, definitely, there was, I don't say each in-

dividual owner came out but the association, through the assoc

iation, they, they were very stro~pposed to organization 

in the hotels. 
sort of 

SD: Mnmhn. So they did everything they could toAblock ••. 

JM: That's right. 

SD: What kind of things would they do, would they fire •.. ? 

JM: Well, just the usual things; they would call old palsy-walsy 

staff;and they did that for years; and say, "Look it, what 

do you want to join the union for. It ain't gonna' do you any 

good; gonna cause you alot of trouble." Or else they would 

change the work schedules. And they kept this up so long, 

and like everything else, it faded away; and they were stuck 

with the certification; and so they had to live with the 

collective agreement. Some of them learnt to live with it 

and some of them resented living with it, like they do today. 

SD: So, at that time, as the hotels were organized, the rest, the 

small cafes became less important as dues 
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JM: Yeah, they did. They diminished over a lengthy period of 

time with the base of which the local once functioned on 
1 

diminished slowly but surely over a lengthy period offrime, 

till today. The very thing that kept them going in those 

years don't exist no more. 

SD: Yeah. 

JM: The existence now of the culinary workers is founded in the 

hotel industries. See they can walk in there, and pick up, 

like the, the, well we'll say the Bayshore, they can pick 

up 400 people"you knowtin one shot. Wherein in a cafe, you're 
i ,,. 

hoping you're going to pick 23, 10, 12, you know; there were 

small nurrbers in the cafe, depending on the facilities, whether 

they had banquet facilities; banquet facilities were not what 

you called a steady operation; they were functional you know; 

somebody was going to hold a banquet, well maybe you'd have 

3,4 banquets a week. 

SD: Mnmhn. 

JM: 

SD: 

JM: 

SD: 

h 
So there w~re the banquets existed, then you have a major 

f \ 

proportion o£ staff. 
I 

But#smallish cafes usually ranged 
I 

between eight, 10,12t and up. 
or lost 'i 

Does that mean that most of the cafes lost certificationAorganizatiori 
, just seemed id be 

They just changed)the~}ownership; anrthere'd the loss of ... 

Mnmhn. 

END OF SIDE I 
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JM: (conb)J No") there was one big drive made in the '50's and that 

was on the Aristocrat~Hamburgers, you know the Aristocratic. 

And the Aristocratic as you know is a Supreme Court case; it's 

referred to often as the 'peaceful picket'. It was the first 

chain operation. Ocal 28 by the way organized the Aristocratic; 

and they spent considerable money in the Supreme Court in get-
. ,i;·. referred 

ting~1 Where today it's often\ to as"" the operation that med 
I . 

I; 
peaceful pickets~ The ruling of the judge of that day, he 

down how you could picket, where you could picket; in 

other words, if you were organized in one section of the 
on 

chain, you could picket(\ another section, provide9'~ou limited 

your pickets. 

SD: Mnmhnn. I see. 

JM: This is the ruling on the Aristocratic. Now, through the 

Aristocratic, alot of unions started using the peaceful picket. 

But the peaceful picket became abused in later years, because 

instead of going along with the formula, that if you were or-

ganized in one part of the chain, you could, you could apply 

on a restricted basis, pickets on the other part of the chain. 

A lot of organizations, when they they were organizing 

some place, they didn't organize nothing, they just dropped 

the pickets on, said, "This place doesn't have an agreement 

with the Local so-and-so." Which was not the, really the rul-

ing in the Aristocratic's. 

SD: You mean that they weren't using the picket to organize? 

JM: Well they were just really, they would just drop a picket 

in front of the place, and say, "This operation doesn't have 
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.;JM: (cont) any collective agreement with Local XXY, II you know; 
/""-:~~~. ·l,J (~t/,(t[f 

where the AristocratiOVsfated, "before you could put this 

peaceful picket on and display such a sign, you had to be 

organized in another part of their operation. 

SD: I understand. Okay, okay. This is very interesting. I've 

been trying to understand, you see, what the process was 

where the cafes and restaurants ended up leaving the union, 

you know, and nobody's been able to answer that and you're 

the first person ... 

JM: Well how they wound up is because the membership became 

so great in the big operations. 

SD: Yeah. 

JM: And that these small restaurants, even like today;their 
/ 

larg~~urn-over, the turn-over is just the same, but to police 
! 

the restaurant, manlyou have to have a bigger staff. Because 

you got to go around the clock with it. And the turn-over 

was so great that you have membership today and they're gone 

tomorrow. So it seems that the people that are in that area 

have just by-passed them for the large grabs, where maybe they 

should be pickin' them up, I don't know. Maybe this is the 

attitude that SORWUC takes, but SORWUC has never had the head-

aches of policing these things; and they found this out when 

they got spread out. You know, when you get spread out, you've 

got t9 have large staffs, to take small restaurants, cause you 

got to go around the clock on them. 

SD: Mnmhn. 

JM: Where a hotel, now you have check-offs, you have employer ded-
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JM: (cont) uctions, you have employer collecti'on initiations in 

these big operations. You don't have this, you have to be 

personally going around to these places late at night. May-

be this is the way they got away from them. I don't know. 

SD: It's okay; I just was ... 

JM: I know what you're trying to get at: why did they ignore them? 

SD: Yeah. 

JM: But you can't say they ignored them, they just took the swe, 

well let's say that they took the cream and left the ... 

SD: Mnmhn, right. 

JM: That's what i·t amounted to. 

SD: During the Second World War, were you working with the union 

thr~n at all? 

JM: No, I came, I came after the war. 

SD: Right. 

JM~ Yeah. 

SD: Do you remember people talking at all though during the war 

whether there were~sort of changes in the conditions within 

the industry because of the war? 

JM: Well the industry was froz.an. 

SD: Yeah. 

JM: The hosp, the hotel industry was frozen, so was the restaur
any raises 

ant industry. Any raises ,,in the industry had to be applied 
," ', t\ 

;;t)l,f:v '"'~'.'V:/· ' 
~~~ 

to the war-time, what was it, the war-time measures ... 

SD: Yeah. 

JM: Board or something. Yeah, if you wanted a raise during the 

war in the hotel industry or restaurants you had to~ply, had 
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JM: (cont) to b~~cthe employe:::-E, the union and the government; 

and if they saw fit t.o give you a raise, well then you got 

it; if they didn't you didn't get it. There was no negotiations 

during the war era. 

SD: Right, okay. Was there organ:i.zation then at allv in the 

industrir~s? 

JM: Was the union there? 

SD: Yes. 

JM: Oh, yeah, ')h yeah. That didn't interrupt, that didn't inter-

fere with the union any. It was just tha~ there was no, the, 

everything was frozen, durinq the war. 

SD: After the war, were there people~lik~.,;. \o':omen coming into the 

cafes who'd been in war indQstry~ and because of that exper-

ience ~file:':'~ more pro-union than maybe they would have been 

before? 

JM: It's always been a passing trade, the restaurant industry. 

You get more, you get, you gut more steady culinary workers 
~..,~, ;r' 

in hotel operatioi:;l now they have great turn-overs too. 

SD: Right~ 

,JJYl: But major hotels, now with conditions, they have real good 

conditions, you know they don't compare to industrial plants 
i 

or nothing. But they 
i 

have very good condtions; they have 
j t 

the b{~st cond,tions in North A.rnerica, in British Col'mbia. 
J \. 

SD: Right. 

JM: If you show me the grievanc~ in the United States, I get sick. 

SD: Yes, I've h'~ard that. 

JM: Yeah. 
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SD: iril~!re there, like okay, were there also sort of differences 

within the union around race and racial n.inori ties within 

the union? 

JM: Never. 

SD: No'' okay, 

JM: Never. The, in the real ~.:.rly yt~ars, from the context of what 

I read, then! was you know on the Chi.nee end, but that's a 

way ')e· fore my time, I don 1 t know. 

SD: That was during i:he '20 1 s 

JJY1: Yeah, during the '20's. They rad 1 you know at one time, girls 

you know wer!l v·orking in Chinatown, and they prohibited tha~:. 

SD: Right. 

JM: Girls at one time you kn)v' could work in Chinatown. And then 

the law step::;:ed in and they prohibited the white girls, or 

<..tn)<'"body outside of Chinese working in Chinet!, . 

SD: Mnmhn. During the 1940 period, ~Aere there·many women who 

were active in the unicn? 

Oh yeah, it was all women. 

SD: Yeah. 

JM: 1-l 

SD: And was there like an ent,husiasm for contr Lbuting 

JM; Oh yeah they were act.ive, yeah. 

SD: Right, okay. 
I ; . 1 r , 

JiYI~ Yeah, y !?..h. The:n Eml~¥Watts and May Anse were ver~actlv~; 

but they were in a rough field you kn::>~·;: they were removed 

later on for Communist. l!!c.nin•J!.;. 

SD: Yeah. 
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JM: But I always, in fact I was a trustee vlhen they"removed 

from Cincinatti. And when I was with the vice-pres-

ident at the time, I stayed at the, the, she may have Com-

munist leanings, but, if you take her out, who you putting in. 

SD: Mnmhn. 

JM: Because they were very, they were very enthusiastic workers; 

they spent alot of timer and they kept the people interested; 

they had the women's committees. They worked through mostly 

through women, May Anse~ and, I must give them marks 

for being on the job. I was very much concerned of taking 

them out •.. 

SD: Yeah. 

JM: ... myself, but I didn't have no authority, I was just working 

there. But I was very much concerned because I believe that 

May Ansel ,fin my time, and Emily Watts, vvere the last of the 
/ 

big pushers in culinary organization. I don't anybody even 

tod~y has ever equaled the drive that they had, they had good 

drive; and they were consistent; they didn't only tackle 

the organizational end; they tackled the health end, in cafes, 
,1: .:· 

in the in teres~~ of/public, the cleanliness of cafes. ~~any 

times they made briefs, change legislation pertaining to 

health in cafes. Well they were active in the political 

field and the legislative field. And as I say, in my tl;~-

I don't think anybody has equaled their drive to bring 

members in than Ansel\ and v"Vatts. 

SD: They would go out and see people constantly? 

JM: Constantly. They spent hours and hours on that job. Well 
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JM: (cont) I couldn't keep up with them; and I was younger than 

they were. 

SD: So ... 

JM: mhey, they were, well they had their heart in it. 

SD: Yeah. 

JM: They had their heart in it. To me I haven't/seen anybody ever 

replace them, that showed the enthusiasm for raising the 

culinary worker. 

SD: So when they were removed, did that have an impact on ... 

JM: I think it did. 

SD: Yeah. 

JM: Yeah. I think that was the decline of the small restaurant 

SD: 

from ther~on in, all over a period of time, because the drive 

was no long~r there. When they were removed, the, Jack Price 
that 

came in, a former alderman,Aused to be with NDP Party?who 

was Canadian Commonwealth. He was,, sat in the House for 

seven years undefeated. He became the business agent. That's 

' who replaced May Ansel/ and Emily Watts. And while he may 

have been a good politician, I don't think he was a good 

culinary organizer (laughs) • And I believe that was the 

the zero point where the decline of small restaurants, moved 

out of the grass, 

Do you think rthat 

organizers cause 

like Ansell and Watts were particularly good 
(}- JUL!>.,:'l) 

they were women, and had sort o~ what these 

women were going through? 
initiative 

JM: No I think that their, their, their I\ in organizing 

was that they believed in what they were doing. And they be-

lieved in raising the condition of the woman worker in the 
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JM: (cont) trade. 

SD: Yeah. 

JM: I believe it was sincerity on their part that, wellythey had 

SD: 

their heart and soul into the job; they were there to do a 

job and they were doing it. 

Right. 
\k;/ 

But could they sort of appealvand take up the part-

icular concerns of women, 
\~vr.fl''f'I\J 

like do you think maybe\'would be 

able to talk to them more easily, 

JM: I don't, I don't think, I think they treated everybody very 

equal, any worker in the culinary. There, as I say, the 

majority were women; but I never saw any discrimination with 

Ansel:; I never did like Ansel!. But you gotta give her her 

marks; I never seen her discriminate against any grievance, 

whether it was a male, or; she did a thorough job for every-

body. 

SD: Right. Did they try and, under the union at that time, try 

and take up some of the specific concerns that women might 

like you were talking about this thing about working 

late hours, was that one of them? 

J]).1: Oh yeah, sure. 

SD: Yeah? 
both 

JM: They were right down feet first. 

SD: (Laughs) 

JM: In fact, the, these, these Greeks used to roll out the carpet 

to these people; these people were on their tails all the 

time. If it hadn't have been for their consistency in making 

them live up to their contracts, certainly the contracts would 
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JM: (cont) never have been adhered to, because these Greek oper-

ators, they tried every method to undermine the contract. But 

no way with this Watts, if they tried that, she'd hit them 

~ on, from a health angle, or ... 

SD: Right. , 
1)/(t~ 

JM: . . • , · angle. She say, "You play with me, I' 11 play 

with you." So, she, she didn't pull no fire with them, she 

hammered them. 

SD: Great. Okay. Maybe we should look at some of that, the mat

erial in there, and you can tell me what fJ,e. ·p..AJY',1.s; are_ · 

JM: Well I just threw this together. This, you can have this, 

I don't know whether you get, I don't, they asked to do this 

paper but I told them I haven't got time for it. This 

is, this is these pictures. 

SD: Oh yeah! 

J:M: See. 

SD: 1930's strike. 

JM: Yeah. If you can identify these persons in the pictures 

contact the Vancouver Mixer. But nobody ever did it. Now the 

reason that I've given you this one is because Bill Stewart 

.f' 
was with Local 28 in the early years. He ,.,as ••• Bill Stewar 

was later with the Marineworkers and also with the B.C. 

Federation of ~abour and also very instrumental in organizing 
~- /ii10Jt.t.:4r.rr11e... 

the ·- Council, you know, the Waterfront Council. 

He was, this is where he broke in with Local 28. This where 

Barbara Stewart could fill you in quite a bit. Now I worked 

with Bill on this article here and you can go through the 
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of them are women. 

SD: Yeah, I've heard that. 

JM: Now here's something you may be interested in. I don't 

know how youre going to get it out of there. This sylvia, 

this was the first woman that when the law was changed 

that women could work in the industry, she came down from 

the Inn of the North and she put up a very stxng fight. 

They wouldn't let her into the union here. (la4ghter) 

This is her here. 

SD: When did they change the law? 

JM: '74, I believe, no it's '70. Around '70. I don't know 

how you're going to get it off. May be I should give 

you the book. You can give it me back sometime. If you 

want to get some notes off it. But she , was the first 

woman that ever came into the liquor industry. 

SD: Why did the union try and stop her from getting in? 

JM: Well they didn't try and stop her. You see, what happened 

was~the liquor was a closed shop industry and they had what 

you were referring to _ awhile ago, a closed shop, and they 

I 

had a hiring hall condition. Now,when she came down, she 

came down on the basis of a travelling card from the Inn of 

the North. That was the hotel she worked at. And that 

was the other local, our other local 835. And she had 

deposited the travelling card. And the travelling card had 

not been processed at the time ••• she put the travelling card 
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and the guy in the hotel wanted her to go to work. Well 

there was no way she could go to work until her travelling 

card had been accepted. Now if she had a waited a few days 

-+-
Milo itch of the Castle had wanted her and we said well her 

travelling card has not been proceeced yet. So I don't 

know why she went on the hotline and all this kind of stuff 

but when they asked me on the hotline I said, well I don't 

know what you're taking this up for. I ~ .. ~· think you 

should have contacted us because if you were to ask her 

did we refese her travelling card she could only say no. 

That we accepted it.· Now if we accept her travelling card 

then she's accepted as a member, she has the rights of a 

member. But . · what she wanted to do was to break all the 

closed shop principles. We had people that were senior, had 

seniority that were on the board. And she didn't want to go 

on to the dispatch board. They don't have that no more. But 

at that time they had it. And she feft_that she should be ••• 

come down from Inn of the North, if you were waiting for a 

job, she felt that she should walk in over you, you know, and 

get the job. Which was wrong. 
-ll;~en 

But she got the job. But she 

got it when her came. 
,~, 

She didn't get it immedi ately 

like she thought she was gonna get it. But that was the 

whole gist of the whole thing. But if she'd have waited a 

few days she wouldn't have had any problems. I' think after 
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she got this write up then she went in the hotlines, I 

guess she figured she was gonna be a movie star or something 

I don't know. Anyways. (laughter) ••• /1 

wound up So I don't know whether this 

stuff is anygood here. This is the Belmont Hotel staff 

and these are men, god, I don't think they're any good. 
er!J · 

Nothing here. This is all men in the 

This is an old bar that was the Strand Hotel. 

SD: That's quite old. 

liM: Yeah. 

SD: That's 1920's? 

JM: You want to use that one there? That was the Strand. That 

was owned by Mr. Shaw in 1908. You can take it. 

SD: WaB that in 1908? 

JM: Yeah. Yea. You can have it. Keep that little note with it. 

I'll give you ••• there's a little clip there on the window 

sill there. This is a financial reportof the Local in 1903~ 

SD: Oh my. 

JM: Wouldn't that be surprising if you put that in. That's what 

<?)>', f,.)' 
they had in the bank (laughter). Then of course, these are 

just letters again, you know. 

rSD: Do you know what the defence fund was for? 

JM: 
,, 

Well the defence fund would probably ••• it says 'your favour . '. 
of September 30th to hand count number of 

votes to warrant going ahead with the ' . -

, ' 

' ' 
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loan to the Westminster Local which was Local 835. Now their 

charter was granted in 1939 and in reality they'd never made 

any progress. They had maybe 100 people in the Local. 

Maybec:picked up the odd place here and the odd place there 

. ~ 
and travelled ~nto the Okanagan and then in a scattered 

manner picked up some hotels, barworkers and some cafe workers 

and as I say, in the 'SO's ••• everything was getting bigger 

at that time, you know, just like an expansion ••• it looked 

like an expansion in the next few years. So we were preparing 

for it and we made our drive in the restaurants. Westminster 

today has several restaurants, 40 has restaurants you know, 

they have the very same kind of restaurants but of course 

it's all mergeG to 40 now. But they have lots of contracts 

in restaurants in Westminster which they used to have in 

v~ncouver but they don't have them in Vancouver no more. 

Now, maybe you might take a study by talking to Pearl Wong 

she can tell you all the restaurants. Now the Westminster 

local, when they merged with 16 which was formally 676, when 

16 and 40 merged they were still operating these restaurants 

that we had done in the 'SO's, 835 was. And they're still 

operating them today. But they faded out in Vancouver but 

they didn't fade out in Westminster. 

SD: When you organized in New West did you find employer 

opposition there? 
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this on them. I said it's your certification and they 

bought it. Well once they went to court with it well 

they were stuck with the court costs. It was their 

certification but from that case on they changed the•.: 
j;b.w. 

SD: They never again ••• 

JM: They never again bit twice on it. Which I was right at 

the time. It was their certification but ••• they should 

defend it. It was their decision not my decision. I 

only applied for it. So they defended it alright and 

they won it. 

SD: Just a last question which is, what were you, were you 

a business agent or ••• 

JM: I was organizer and business agent. I've served in all 

locals, I've served ••• from the '40's I've served in Local 

28, ! served as a trustee in Local 28. I was President 

of the Bartender's Union for over 25-30 years. I was 

active as the first International organizer for the 

Hotel and Restaurant. I helped in the 

Westminster area and all the interior and I sat on the 
Port Mewf~1l1i( 

B.C. Federation of Labour, I sat on 

Council. I represented both liquor inquiries, the Harry 

Stevens and the Judge Morrow. I made the presentation 

on both liquor inquiries and now I'm retired. (laughter) 

SD: Great. 


